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Adapt Authoring 

Purpose of document 

This document summarises the features implemented as part of the v0.1.0 release of the authoring tool, 
based the original requirements document posted here:  

https://community.adaptlearning.org/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=124 

v0.1.0 Requirements Completed 

Must 

Requirements we must implement for this release. 

Actor Requirement Status 

Super 
Administrator 

SPR-INST-001: Able to run a minimal interaction system installation  Done 

 SPR-PLG-001: Able to install/uninstall plug-ins  Done 

 SPR-PLG-004: Able to upgrade the Adapt authoring tool / Adapt 
Framework  

Done 

 SPR-PLG-005: Able to create import processing plugins (e.g. import from 
old Learning Pool tool format)  

Not Done 

 SPR-PLG-006: Able to validate an installed plug-in  Done 

 SPR-PLG-009: Able to tell me what plugins/components are installed on 
the system  

Done 

All users ALL-WOW-001: Able to author online without downloading any files  Done 

 ALL-WOW-002: Able to see a dynamic landing page that shows me 
navigation options based upon my role and capabilities  

Done 

 ALL-LGN-001: Able to login to the system using an id and password  Done 

 ALL-LGN-002: Able to change my password  Done 

 ALL-ROL-003: Able to view a dashboard of courses/projects I work on  Done 

 ALL-PRO-002: Able to set and change my email address  Done 

Content Creator CCR-CRS-003: Able to CRUD courses  Done 

 CCR-CRS-006: Able to view the status and details of a course  Done 

 CCR-CRS-014: Able to export a course  Done 

 CCR-CRS-015: Able to import a course  Not Done 

 CCR-CRS-017: Able to add course metadata (including duration etc)  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-001: Able to CRUD a page  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-002: Able to arrange pages into a hierarchy / sequence  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-003: Able to move a page  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-004: Able to copy a page  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-005: Able to paste a copied page  Done 
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 CCR-CSTR-008: Able to CRUD an article  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-009: Able to copy an article  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-010: Able to cut an article  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-011: Able to paste a cut/copied article  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-012: Able to move an article within a page  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-015: Able to CRUD a block  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-016: Able to copy a block  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-017: Able to paste a copied block  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-018: Able to move a block between articles within a page  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-021: Able to CRUD a component  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-022: Able to pick a component from a library of components  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-023: Able to copy a component  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-024: Able to paste a copied component  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-025: Able to move a component  Done 

 CCR-CSTR-029: Able to include any existing component as a triggered 
component  

Done 

 CCR-MEN-002: Able to send learners straight to content (bypass menu)  Not Done 

 CCR-MEN-004: Able to organise navigation into deep scrolling  Done 

 CCR-MEN-006: Able to lock navigation to the next block dependent on 
block completion  

Done 

 CCR-MEN-007: Able to lock navigation between articles dependent on 
block completion  

Done 

 CCR-TRK-001: Able to configure what constitutes course completion  Done 

 CCR-TRK-003: Able to choose 'no tracking' option  Done 

 CCR-TRK-004: Able to toggle and configure the 'connection lost' 
message  

Done 

 CCR-WOW-003: Able to undo changes immediately in the project  Partially 
Done 

 CCR-WOW-004: Able to immediately preview my changes  Done 

 CCR-WOW-005: Able to freeze a content item to prevent changes from 
concurrent editing  

Not Done 

 CCR-WOW-023: Able to message users to prevent accidental deletion of 
content items  

Done 

 CCR-WOW-008: Able to add textual content with basic formatting  Done 

 CCR-WOW-009: Able to add content images to relevant components  Done 

 CCR-WOW-010: Able to add alternative text to content images  Done 

 CCR-WOW-011: Able to upload multiple versions of a graphic for use in 
different contexts  

Done 

 CCR-WOW-015: Able to add audio files to relevant components  Done 
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 CCR-WOW-017: Able to add a video files to relevant components  Done 

 CCR-WOW-019: Able to set the configuration options to determine 
component behaviour (where applicable)  

Done 

 CCR-ASSM-001: Able to turn an article into an assessment  Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-002: Able to remove the assessment element from an 
assessment article  

Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-003: Able to set the passmark  Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-005: Able to determine whether the assessment can be 
re-taken  

Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-006: Able to determine navigation behaviour during the 
assessment  

Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-008: Able to provide end of assessment feedback  Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-009: Able to set graduated feedback (number and range of 
feedback bands)  

Not Done 

 CCR-ASSM-011: Able to step-lock the assessment  Not Done 

 CCR-PUB-001: Able to publish a project that produces SCORM 1.2 
conformant tracking  

Done 

 CCR-PUB-004: Able to publish the course in a non-tracking web format  Done 

 CCR-PUB-006: Able to publish the course in an uncompressed format  Not Done 

Developer AUTH-DEV-004: Able to publish the content uncompressed (duplicate) Not Done 

 

Should 

Requirements we should implement for this release. 

Actor Requirement Status 

Content Creator CCR-ASSM-010: Able to use any question component as part of an 
assessment  

Not Done 

 CCR-PUB-005: Able to publish content in a compressed / minified 
format  

Done 

 CCR-PUB-007: Able to include the version / revision number in the 
published course for reference  

Done 

 CCR-CRS-008: Able to copy a course (duplicating)  Done 

 

Could 

Requirements we could implement for this release (nice to have). 

Actor Requirement Status 

Content Creator CCR-MEN-005: Able to organise navigation into lateral scrolling  Done 

 CCR-WOW-016: Able to add transcripts for components which have an 
audio track  

Done 
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 CCR-ASSM-012: Able to inform the learner about potential data loss if 
they navigate away from an assessment  

Not Done 

 CCR-PUB-002: Able to export a course as a SCORM zip file  Done 

 

v1.0.0 requirements incorporated into v0.1.0 release 

Must 

Requirements we must implement for this release. 

Actor Requirement Status 

Super 
Administrator  

SPR-API-001: Able to enable/disable APIs / API plug-ins  Done 

 SPR-API-002: Able to add new plug-in webservice APIs  Done 

 SPR-API-003: Able to remove added plug-in webservice APIs  Done 

All users ALL-LGN-003: Able to reset my password securely  Done 

 ALL-PRO-001: Able to set and change my personal details  Done 

 ALL-COL-011: Able to link directly to a specific component within a 
course  

Done 

Content Creator CCR-LF-001: Able to choose a standard theme from a range of options  Done 

 CCR-LF-010: Able to choose background images for menus  Done 

 CCR-LF-011: Able to choose background images for pages  Done 

 CCR-LF-012: Able to choose background images for articles  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-016: Able to upload themes  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-017: Able to change (re-upload) themes  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-019: Able to delete themes  Done 

 CCR-MEN-001: Able to choose a generic menu from a range of options  Done 

 CCR-MEN-003: Able to upload a custom menu  Done 

 CCR-WOW-001: Able to build content quickly without advanced 
technical expertise  

Done 

 CCR-WOW-020: Able to immediately preview my changes via providing 
a link on the server  

Done 

 CCR-LSUP-001: Able to add/remove file resources Done 

Developer AUTH-DEV-003: Able to turn debugging of the authoring tool on / off  Done 

Guest User  AUTH-REV-008: Able to launch content in preview mode  Done 

 

Should 

Requirements we should implement for this release. 

Actor Requirement Status 
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All users ALL-WOW-004: Able to have context sensitive help available throughout 
the system  

Done 

 ALL-COL-004: Able to determine the editing rights for collaborators of 
courses/projects I own (or have sufficient permissions to)  

Partially 
Done 

Content Creator  CCR-CRS-019: Able to filter and search for courses/projects using search 
terms  

Done 

 

Could 

Requirements we could implement for this release (nice to have). 

Actor Requirement Status 

Content Creator CCR-WOW-002: Able to see only the necessary data entry fields by 
default  

Done 

 CCR-WOW-018: Able to embed Captivate files  Done 

Developer AUTH-DEV-005: Able to embed HTML / JavaScript in suitable places Done 

 

Roadmap requirements incorporated into v0.1.0 release 

These are the requirements that have not allocated to a release, but have been implemented in v0.1.0 as 
part of other work. 

Actor Requirement Status 

Course Creator CCR-AMGMT-001: Able to browse all stored assets that my 
role/capabilities allow  

Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-002: Able to search assets based on metadata  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-008: Able to upload background images  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-009: Able to change (re-upload) background images  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-024: Able to upload content images  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-025: Able to change (re-upload) content images  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-029: Able to organise content images into categories  Done 

 CCR-AMGMT-036: Able to preview visible courses  Done 

Developer AUTH-DEV-006: Able to pull in and test plug-ins  Done 
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